Abstract-In asynchronous collaborative systems, merging is an essential component. It allows to reconcile modifications made concurrently as well as managing software change through branching. The collaborative system is in charge to propose a merge result that includes user's modifications. The users now have to check and adapt this result. The adaptation should be as effort-less as possible, otherwise, the users may get frustrated and will quit the collaboration.
I. INTRODUCTION
Collaborative editing systems allow multiple users distributed in time and space to edit the same shared document. To achieve high responsiveness and to support disconnected collaboration, data are optimistically replicated [34] , [11] ; i.e. each user has a local copy of the document that can be modified independently of the other replicas. In addition, to achieve high availability, locking mechanism to handle concurrent operations is prohibited. In peer to peer collaborative editing, the systems allow replicas to diverge temporarily, but must eventually reach the same value if no more mutations occur. This consistency model is called Eventual Consistency (EC) [41] .
In asynchronous collaboration mode, e.g Distributed Version Control System (DVCS) softwares, users modify their document in isolation and synchronize after to establish a common view of the document. Usually, these kind of systems manages the modifications as a set of state (aka state-based approach) as on git system [39] or So6 [23] . When a replica receives a remote state, it computes the difference between the local state of the document and the received one before merging the modifications. If there are modifications in the same part of the document in both versions, the system can return a conflict information to the user and let him resolve them. The conflict is generated when the system cannot merge the concurrent modifications.
In order to provide a comfortable environment for collaboration, the collaborative editing system must merge correctly the modifications. Merging totally concurrent modifications on large scale collaboration is impossible. However, the system must reduce the human effort to obtain a correct merge. In the other case, the users correct by themselves the conflicts. If there is too much correction, the users may get frustrated and will quit the collaboration.
Many solutions have been proposed to improve automatic merge. A distinction can be made between textual [26] , syntactic [14] and semantic [10] merging. Syntactic and semantic merge are more efficient than textual merge but they are specific to a given document. DVCS as git system supports any type of collaboration. The users can collaborate to produce XML files or a simple text document or software source code. For this purpose, in this paper we focused only of on textual merging.
Git system uses a state − based approach to manage the concurrent modifications, called three-way-merge (diff3) [35] , [16] . During the merge procedure, it compares the local state with the remote one. If the document is modified in the same position, diff3 produces a conflict. On the other hand, many operation − based approaches were suggested to solve concurrency control in collaborative editing [9] , [40] , [1] . Unlike diff3, these approaches represent the modifications as a sequence of operations that are integrated automatically on the document. Both approach kinds are designed to reduce the effort of users during the collaboration. However, study what degree their result satisfy the users on real collaboration is never established. In this regard, this paper studies the behaviors of different approaches during the merge procedure and understand in which case they create conflicts to reduce the user's effort. This paper study for the first time a decentralized solution that offer a best merge than usual tool.
The contribution of this paper consists of observing through a tool, different patterns of collaboration in git histories. Afterward, we analyze the common cases that create a conflict during the merge procedure such as undo/redo operations [44] , [31] and accidental clean merge [20] . Then, we adapt a solution to solve them by using operation-based approach.
We validate our contribution by several experiments on large scale histories. The experiments simulate traditional tool used for merging and the solution proposed. We measure the effort made by users in the document when a conflict is generated. Afterward, we compare our approach with traditional tool used for merging. This paper is organized into seven sections. Section II describes the merge management by using existing approaches. Then, we describe our methodology and tool which allowed us to observe the different patterns of collaboration, detect the different conflicts and compute the effort made by users during merging procedure. Section IV proposes a solution to correct the specific conflicts. Afterward, we present in section V the experimental evaluation of our approach and we analyze the performance of several existing collaborative editing algorithms. Finally, we cite the related work and we finish with a conclusion.
II. MERGE MANAGEMENT
The merge result depends strongly on the type of algorithms used. In state-based systems as on git [39] , the modifications are executed by states, while using operation-based algorithms the modifications are executed by operations. In the following, we describe how the modifications are managed in both approaches state-based and operation-based.
A. Diff3 tool
The usual tool used in asynchronous systems for synchronization and merging the documents is a three-way merges algorithm diff3 [35] , [16] . Developed in 1988 by Randy Smith and used in large version control systems such as CVS [7] , Git [39] and SVN [6] . In Fig. 1 , assume that the original document is O, user 1 modifies the document into A and user 2 modifies the document into B. When the collaborative system merges the document, diff3 finds the maximum matchings between O and A and between O and B. Then, diff3 examines the parts where O differs from either A or B and what has been changed by each user. Finally, it detects where the document conflict. Afterward, the system returns the results to the users with markers as in Fig. 1 . These markers are useful, especially if the size of the document is large. It specifies exactly the position of conflict, in addition to other information, like the modifications made by other users and the original document. The users are invited to make corrections on their document to solve the conflict and add modifications if necessary.
B. Operational Transformation (OT)
Many operation-based algorithms are proposed and claim to integrate correctly the operations on the document. These algorithms respect the Eventual Consistency (EC) model; i.e, the systems allow replicas to diverge temporarily, but must eventually reach the same value if no more mutation occurs. In this paper, we assume that a granularity of operations is a line. So, the modifications are executed per lines. Operational Transformation (OT) [9] , [32] , [23] algorithms are operation-based designed for collaborative editing context. They have been proposed to maintain the consistency of the shared document. For textual collaborative editing, they usually apply the insert and delete operations, and sometimes update operations. To apply the operations at the correct position and to preserve the user's intention, OT algorithms transform the operation received before its execution with the concurrent one, to take into account the changes made on the document by other executed operations. In Fig.2 , two users shared the same document initially "sstems" and work together to produce the document "system". User 0 inserts "y" at position 2 which intends to produce the document "systems", when concurrently, user 1 deletes the character at position 6 which intends to produce the document "sstem". When user 0 receives op2, it is transformed to take into account the effect of the concurrent operation op1, then op2 is transformed to del(7) instead of del (6) since the position of the concurrent operation (op1) is before the position of op2. While, on site 1 the operation op1 is not transformed since the position of the concurrent operation (op2) is after the position of op1. Finally, both users produce the same document "system".
Although, OT algorithms allow to order the operations, problems can happen when two users modify concurrently the text at the same position since there is no order between the operations.
However, deploying such algorithm on real system should not merge automatically every concurrent operation silently. It is more appropriate to inform the users and let him check the result. For example, so6 [23] that is similar to diff3 upon on OT algorithm, cannot merge silently the modifications when two concurrent operations are generated. the result is returned to the user and let him to solve the conflicts.
III. METHODOLOGY
In order to detect the merge behaviors that create conflicts, we deploy a framework 1 which allows us to observe the merge procedure and locate easily the conflicts. In addition, this tool replays the collaboration as on DVCS histories and computes the effort made by users on the conflicting document by using the traditional algorithms diff3 -state-based -and by using other operation-based algorithms. The difference is the gain in a user's effort.
However, to compute the effort made by users in case of conflict, we need to know what the users want as the final result before starting the collaboration. The history of Distributed Version Control Systems (DVCS) contains the results that the user corrected. Thus, in the histories, the merge result is correct.
Assume that the modifications made by users to correct their document, when the conflict occur is the ground truth for merging procedure. The methodology consists of reproducing the same collaboration as on the histories of DVCS and observe through a tool the effort made by users when conflicts occur. At the first time by using the traditional algorithms (diff3), afterward by using our solution. Then, we compute the number of corrections performed to reproduce the same document as generated manually by the users. In textual merging [22] , the most common approach is to use line-based merging. Thus, operation-based algorithms evaluated in this paper manage the modifications per lines. They create a new operation for each line modified.
A. Corpus available
A large number of available Distributed Version Control Systems (DVCS) history publicly available constitutes a very interesting corpus of distributed asynchronous editing traces. DVCS are widely used to manage large scale asynchronous collaborative editing. For instance, the linux kernel is developed by thousands of programmers around the world using Git [39] . Several web-based hosting services for software development projects provide large DVCS history such as GitHub (3.4M developers and 6.5M repositories) 2 , Assembla (800,000 developers and more than 100,000 projects) 3 , or SourceForge(3.4M developers and 324,000 projects) 4 . In this paper, we selected traces from the most used system: Git.
B. Framework
To replay the same collaboration as in the history of git by using operation-based algorithms, we need to transform the states to operations. Thus, we provide a framework which is the base of our experiment. The framework transforms the state of the document retrieved from the history of DVCS to the whole of operations ready to be used in operation-based algorithms. The framework implements also the operationbased algorithms and computes the size of modifications made by users to correct their document. The framework is open source and publicly available in order to let researchers evaluate their own algorithms. It is developed in Java, and reveal the source on GitHub platform 5 under the terms of the GPL license.
After retrieving the traces and implementing the framework, we replay the collaboration using operation-based algorithms and we compute the user's effort.
C. Merge computation
We define the user's effort as the difference between the simulated merge and the correct merge committed by the actual user. It represents the effort that users would make if the used DVCS system was based on the evaluated operation-based algorithms. We distinguish two metrics:
• Merge blocks: the number of different blocks on merged documents.
• Merge lines: the number of lines in the blocks or number of lines inserted by the framework to correct the document.
For example, if the user requires three consecutive insertions and two consecutive deletions to correct his document. Number of blocks are two and the number of lines is five.
Remark. The framework does not count in merge metrics the markers add by the merge mechanism (lines beginning by ">>>>>>>>", "<<<<<<<<" and "========").the user need at lea s. D. Observing collaboration
In order to improve the merge procedure on asynchronous systems, we observe during the experiment through the framework, which part of document conflict and detect where the user's effort is the most important. This allowed us to understand the conflicts to solve them automatically.
The behavior of users during the collaboration is different from one project to another. Several factors can influence the collaboration such as, number of users, type of project, proximity between users, latency in networks ...etc. For this reason, it is difficult to detect and know what are the most common cases that create conflicts during the collaboration. The framework helps us to extract these scenarios.
1) Addition at the same position:
The conflict happens when two users modify concurrently the text at the same position (not necessarily the same content) since there is no order between the operations.
In this kind of concurrency and on textual merge, operation-based algorithms can outperform state-based approach when an update operation falls in concurrency with insert operation as shown in Fig. 3 . Initially, both users shared the same document "int a;". afterward, user 1 updates the line by "int a=0;" when concurrently user 2 inserts in the same position "int x;". After merging, git system cannot merge the documents since both users make modifications in the same position, contrary to the operation-based approach that merges the document correctly. Indeed, it transforms the update operation to a delete followed by an insertion, when user 2 receives the delete, it deletes "int a;" and after it inserts "int a=0;", while user 1 applied the received insertion "int x;" in the correct position. Since there is no order between the concurrent operations, operation-based algorithm may also integrate the operations in the wrong order and force user to make corrections. Indeed, it is possible to produce the document ""int a=0;" "int x;" instead of ""int x;" "int a=0;" since there is not order between the concurrent operations. In this case, the user must delete "int a=0;" from position 1 and re-insert it at position 2. However, in the worst case, operation-based algorithm requires 2 modifications (one delete and one insert). While using statebased approach, the users require at least one modification to produce ""int x;" "int a=0;" as for user 2 in Fig. 3 , and in the worst case three modifications as for user 1. In this Figure. 3: Addition at the same position example, the difference between the approaches is not very large (two modifications versus four modifications), but this difference is larger in real collaboration since users produce many copy/paste operations. We notice also that this case of conflict is very common on real collaboration.
2) Accidental Clean Merge (ACM):
When users insert the same content at the same position, this is called accidental clean merge. dif f 3 manages well this kind of conflict as in the Fig.4 . Using operation-based algorithms that consider the modifications per line, a new operation is generated for each line, thus a duplicated line is inserted in the document and users must to correct line per line.
In Fig.4 , both users insert concurrently the same element at the same position, "int b;" at position 2. dif f 3 detects that two lines are identical. Thus, diff3 merges correctly the document. While operation-based algorithm produces duplicated lines "int b;" "int b;" since it generates a different operation for each line.
3) Undo/Redo: The undo/redo operations are very useful on collaborative editing systems. They allow any user to On git system the undo/redo operations are generated when users revert their modifications to one of the previous states 6 . However, using the operation-based algorithms can produce a conflict document. Figure Fig.5 illustrates an example where state-based approaches manage well undo operations while operation-based algorithm creates a conflict. Initially sites 1 and 2 shared the same document "int a;""int b;". Site 1 deletes line 2 which intends to produce the document "int a;", while concurrently, site 2 deletes the same line and undo its operation and does not change the initial document. During the merge operation, dif f 3 of git system merges both states and produces a correct document "int a;". While, operationbased algorithm creates a conflict in the user's documents. When site 1 receives the operations from site 2, it has reinserts "int b;" since site 2 undo its deletion. Thus both users produce "int a;" "int b;" document. To have the same document as in the history of git, both users must delete "int b;" from their document.
IV. ADAPTED MERGE
To improve the performance of operation-based algorithms in asynchronous systems, we propose some improvement to avoid the "most" common cases that create conflicts: accidental clean merge and undo/redo conflicts. We adapt the Tombstone Transformation Functions (TTF) approach [25] to avoid these kind of conflicts. Before explaining our method we describe TTF algorithm.
A. TTF algorithm
TTF approach [25] was proposed to solve the problems occurred on Operational Transformation (OT) algorithms (described in section II-A). OT approaches are based on the transformation property C 1 and C 2 [32] and some transformation functions. C 1 ensure that the execution of any pair of concurrent operations obtains the same result on all replicas. Using a central server, C 1 is sufficient. However, on peer to peer collaboration the system require C 2 [42] . These functions change the index of the operation to take into account the effects of the concurrent operations. Imine et al. [13] have shown that few operational transformation algorithms proposed fail to satisfy C 1 and C 2 conditions. In this context, Tombstone Transformation Functions (TTF) approach was introduced [25] . It overcomes the problems by keeping all characters in the model of the document. When user deletes an element, it is not physically removed from the document, but just marked as invisible to users, i.e. deleted elements are replaced by tombstones. However, TTF approach does not solve the conflict described previously.
B. Clean Merge Undo Algorithm (CMUndo)
To improve TTF approach on asynchronous systems we add some transformation functions to take into account the case of undo/redo and accidental clean merge.
• undo/redo:
Undo/redo operations in collaborative editing are very useful but considered as difficult problem [42] , [44] , [21] , [5] , [19] . They allow users to correct any edit operation at any time. In git system, the only information that can be useful to detect a real undo/redo operation, is the message introduced by users when they revert their modifications. Unfortunately, not all users specify on their messages that is a revert operation. For this reason, it is difficult to manage this kind of conflict by a revert mechanism.
To simplify the operation, we assume that all delete operations are considered as undo of insert operation. Moreover, before inserting an element in the model we test if this operation is a redo or a simple insert as shown in algorithm 1. The algorithm receives two arguments: position of insertion and the content of insertion. it returns the operation to be applied in the document and to be sent to other replicas. In line 1, the algorithm tests if it can find the element as a tombstone (invisible to users) in the same position. In this case this operation is considered as redo, in the other case it is considered as a simple insertion. However, to manage the undo/redo operations, the algorithm uses the computation of line visibility degree [44] . When a line is created, it has a visibility of 1. Each time the line is deleted, the algorithm decreases its visibility degree. When a delete is undone or an insert is redone, the algorithm increases its line visibility degree. The line is visible only if its visibility degree is greater than 0. 7 The user can delete an element, and after reinserts the same element in the same position without an explicit redo operation. During the collaboration there is a little chance to have this case. ACM [20] happens when users insert concurrently the same content at the same position. During the merge procedure, the merged document may contain a duplicated element. OT algorithms (described in section II-B) can be used to avoid these conflicts. They detect during the transformation phases the ACM cases and might transform them to noop operations (nil value).
To ensure consistency of the document when two concurrent operations made in the same position, TTF and other OT algorithms use site id as a priority [36] , [30] . Using this solution with ACM transformation may create a divergence as presented in Fig. 6 . Three sites shared the same document initially "ABC". Site 0 and site 2 inserts concurrently the same element "X" at position 1 and produce "AXBC" document. While, site 1 inserts concurrently "Y" at position 2 and produces "AYBC" document. To avoid the ACM conflict, when site 0 receives the operation from site 2, it does not execute the operation since both users insert the same content at the same position. However, when site 0 receives the operation from site 1, it detects that both operations have the same position. Since OT algorithms give the priority to replica number, op2 is transformed with op1. It is transformed to insert at position 2 instead of position 1. Finally, site 0 produces "AXYBC" document. On the other hand, when site 1 receives op1 from site 0, it is not transformed, since the priority is given to site 0. Thus, site 1 produces "AXYBC" document. Afterward, when site 1 receives the operation from site 2, it transforms it to insert "X" at position 3 and produces "AXYXBC" document. On site 1, ACM is not detected and replicas diverge. For this purpose, we propose a solution to use the element of operation as a priority. As an example, in this paper we chose the content's hash code. During the transformation, we add a new test to detect the accidental clean merge cases. Indeed, the algorithm 2 tests in lines 4 and 5 if there are two concurrent insertions in the same position with the same content. In this case, it returns a noop operation, in the other case it makes a traditional transformation by comparing the position and the content's code. Applying algorithm 2 in Fig. 6 , the problem is resolved. Indeed, when site 1 receives an operation from site 2, the insertion of "X" is transformed into position 2 instead of position 3 since the hash code of "X" is less than hash code of "Y". Thus, the algorithm detects that two "X" are inserted in the same position. Site 1 detects ACM and does not execute op3. Finally, all replicas converge and produce "AXYBC" document. return insert(c1, p1,Site i );
In the following, we provide an experiment to compare our solution with existing operation-based approaches, in addition to dif f 3 of git system.
V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
The experiment was made on eight git repositories chosen among the most popular project from Github 8 hosting service and among the most active project from Gitorious 9 .
A. Description of Collaboration Logs
Since there is no collaboration when the files are not merged, the framework replays only histories of files that are merged at least one.
In table I, we present the characteristics of eight projects. The head commit sha1 used to run our experiments is presented above the name of each repository. The characteristics are computed per file. Based on these files we compute the total number of commits and merges that affected the files, the 8 https://github.com/repositories. 9 https://gitorious.org/projects. number of operations and the maximum users that collaborate on each file of the project.
During the experiment, the framework computes the number of accidental clean merge and undo/redo cases. Table II presents the number of accidental clean merge and the number of undo/redo operations produced in the eight git repositories.
B. Algorithms Evaluated
Since git system is based on peer to peer architecture, the algorithms evaluated have the particularity that support peer to peer collaboration. We evaluated in this experiment, three-waymerge techniques (diff3 described in Section II-A) used by git system. We evaluated also the usual textual algorithm used for collaboration editing: Operational Transformation (OT) algorithms and Commutative Replicated Data Type (CRDT) algorithms [43] , [33] , [28] , [24] . The most OT algorithms that exist, use a central component. However, some others do not require a central server such as SOCT2 [37] , MOT2 [4] and Goto [38] . However, these algorithms require some property that only TTF approach ensures. In addition, the impact of these algorithms on merge result is same since they apply the same transformation functions. For this reason, we evaluated only SOCT2 among OT algorithms. a) OT Algorithm: SOCT2: SOCT2 [37] algorithm is a representative Operational Transformation (OT) algorithm that do not make any assumption on using a central server for a total order of operations. The principle of this algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 7 . When a causally ready operation is integrated on a site, the whole log of operations is traversed and reordered. After reordering, causally preceding operations come before concurrent ones in the history buffer. Finally, the remote operation has to be transformed according to the sequence of all concurrent operations. b) CRDT Algorithm: Unlike OT algorithms, Commutative Replicated Data Type (CRDT) algorithms do not need to transformation functions. They are designed for concurrent operations to be natively commutative. In this paper we evaluate the first CRDT proposed : WOOT [24] . In WOOT algorithm, the elements are uniquely identified. An insertion is defined by specifying the new element identifier, the element content and the identifiers of the preceding and following elements. Concurrent operations determine partial orders between elements. The merging mechanism can be seen as a linearisation of the partial order to obtain a total order.In Fig.8 , two users shared the same document initially ABC. User 1 inserts X between A and B to produce AXBC, when concurrently user 2 deletes B and produces AC. The element deleted is just marked as invisible to users. When user 2 receives the operation from user 1, it is executed in a correct order. Since, each element has a unique identifier, when user 1 receives the operation from user 2, the correct element is deleted. However, if two concurrent insertions are generated in the same position, the merged operations can generate a conflict document.
WOOTH [1] is a new version of WOOT that improves its performance by using a hash table.
During the simulation of the collaboration, the framework computes number of corrections (Merge blocks and merge lines)
. Depending on the algorithms used and how an operation is generated, the order of blocks and lines in the document will be different. Thus, the number of corrections changes from one algorithm to another. Fig. 9a and Fig.9b represent respectively the percentage of merge blocks and merge lines for TTF, WOOT, diff3 algorithms and CMUndo. To observe how undo/redo and accidental clean merge operations impact on merge results, we present also Clean Merge (CM) algorithm that detects only accidental clean merge cases (without undo/redo operations). We consider the merge blocks and merge lines produced by diff3 of git system presented in table I as the reference (=100%).
C. Result
The number of merge blocks and merge lines correlates well with the number of accidental clean merge and undo/redo operations represented in table II. Indeed, more accidental clean merge and undo/redo operations detected in repositories and more the difference between our solution and other algorithms grows. For example, in git repository we detected a large accidental clean merge and undo operations, so the gain of user's effort obtained by our solution is around 54% in git repository. In Gitorious repository, diff3 is more efficient Figure. 7: Integrate a remote operation in SOCT2 Figure. 8: Integration in WOOT than all algorithms in merge block, This is due to a specific collaboration pattern in the file "diff_browser.js". The users collaborate independently and each one produces almost the same document. During the merge procedure diff3 manages well this kind of collaboration.
Even if OT and CRDT algorithms have a completely different behavior to merge the operations, the result of TTF and WOOT are almost the same in merge block and merge line. So, change the manner of operations' generation is not sufficient to improve the quality of the merge and reduce the users effort. However, CMUndo algorithm implements more functions to detect the accidental clean merge and undo/redo operations. It reduces in all cases the effort of users, except on Gitorious repository.
In Fig. 9a and on repositories that contain much accidental clean merge and undo/redo operations, diff3 algorithm outperforms TTF and WOOT algorithms but remains worse than CMUndo algorithm. Indeed, TTF and WOOT algorithms do not manage the accidental clean merge operations (see Fig.  4 ), while diff3 algorithm can merge them correctly and can retrieve some identical lines when two concurrent blocks are inserted. CMUndo is more efficient than all other algorithms except on Gitorious repository. Indeed, CMUndo takes the advantage of diff3 since it detects accidental clean merge operations and takes the advantage of operation-based algorithms since it manages well the concurrent addition at the same position. Except for Gitorious repository, CMUndo algorithm is the best. In Gitorious repository diff3 is more efficient than all algorithms on merge block, This is due to a specific collaboration pattern on the file "diff_browser.js". The collaboration in these file begin with the merge of two branches that have no ancestor in common. However, these two branches contain states with common lines that the diff3 tool is able to merge.
However, the impact of accidental clean merge operations on merge result is greater than undo/redo operations. Indeed, CM algorithm that manages only accidental clean merge cases and CMUndo algorithm that manages accidental clean merge and undo/redo cases improve almost the same merge result. The difference is only 3%.
Using diff3 algorithm on asynchronous system creates more conflicts that CMUndo algorithm, Consequently, the document cannot be merged and users make more correction on their document. Comparing diff3 and CMUndo algorithms, the later gain 60% of blocks in jquery repository, 54% on git repository and 59% on bootstrap repository. However, it loses just 1% on Gitorious repository. In Fig. 9b , it is clearly that CMUndo algorithm is the best. It outperforms widely all other algorithms and especially diff3 algorithm. More algorithm generates merge blocks and more the document require corrections. In Fig. 9a we found that CMUndo generate less blocks than diff3 algorithm, for this reason the users introduce many lines by using diff3 algorithm than CMUndo algorithm. In addition, when a conflict occurs there is a high probability to generate a large block in state-based than operation-based approaches. Indeed, using operation-based approach, some operations can be inserted correctly, while on state-based approaches, the merge procedure depends on blocks. Then, when states are mixed the users require much correction. For this reason, TTF and WOOT algorithms outperform diff3 algorithm on merge lines. In Gitorious repository and precisely in "diff_browser.js' file, two users insert concurrently a large block with a content almost the same. During the merge procedure, diff3 can merge correctly the identical lines while operation-based approaches do not. for this reason, diff3 outperform TTF and WOOT algorithms. We notice that, this kind of collaboration is specific and rarely comes. Using CMUndo algorithm on asynchronous system, the users require few corrections, while diff3 algorithm creates more conflict and require more corrections. Comparing diff3 and CMUndo algorithms, the later gain 70% of lines on jquery repository, 52% on git repository and 57% on bootstrap repository.
To summarize the experiment, we compute the total merge blocks and merge lines on all repositories. We found that for 1335 files, we compute 5799 accidental clean merge, 118409 undo/redo operations, a gain of 3583 blocks and 21675 lines by using CMUndo algorithm. Fig. 10 presents the total merge blocks and merge lines. In addition, we separate both algorithms (accidental clean merge -CM-and undo/redo) from our approach to observe the effect of each one on the result. TTF gains 26% in blocks and 23% on lines, while our solution gains 43% blocks and 50% lines. Moreover, accidental 
VI. RELATED WORK
Software merging is necessary during large scale development. It is very important to reduce the number of conflicts in the document during the collaboration. Textual, syntactic and semantic merging is widely studied in [22] , [26] , [14] , [10] , [15] , [29] . However, git system deploys a generic model to allow any collaboration. The users can collaborate to produce XML files or a simple textual collaboration such as software source code. For this purpose, it is difficult to implement semantic and syntactic algorithms on git system. Thus, in this paper we focused only on textual merging.
In [20] , many policies are proposed to solve conflict in structured documents such as XML files or file systems. These policies can be applied with our methodology to manage the files of git system. As an example in this paper, we focused only in a simple linear text such as software development.
Bayou [27] proposed a technique to maintain the consistency of the shared document. It used an epidemic algorithm to propagate modifications between weakly consistent replicas. If the merge procedure cannot find a solution, conflict resolution is delegated to the user. However, the authors do not compute the conflicts and the efforts made by users. D.Perry et al. [26] studied the various aspects of parallel development in the context of a large scale software development. They observed a large collaboration and studied some interfering changes. However, they do not offer a solution to merge correctly the modifications. In [17] , [26] the authors specify that 90% of the modifications can be merged without detection conflict and only 10% cannot be merged automatically, since the tool does not consider any syntactic or semantic information. The authors do not study the effort made by users to correct the conflicts. In [23] , the authors propose an operational transformation algorithm that realizes a file system synchronization. However, The only operational transformation designed for collaborative editing and respect the transformation property C 1 and C 2 [32] is TTF approach evaluated in this paper.
On the other hand, operation-based algorithms designed for concurrency control such as Operation Transformation (OT) algorithms are widely studied on [9] , [40] , [1] . All the studies are focused on synchronous systems and they are focused on execution time or memory occupation. Recently new approaches called Commutative Replicated Data Type (CRDT) are proposed [43] , [33] , [28] , [24] to be a substitution of OT algorithms. As OT algorithms, these approaches are evaluated only on execution time and memory occupation in [1] and [2] . Diff3 algorithm that is widely considered as the gold standard for merging document on asynchronous systems. It is widely studied and presented by many researchers in [16] , [35] , [18] , [8] . However, study the merge result to reduce the user's effort in asynchronous system by using operation-based approaches are never studied.
An awarness mechanism can be independently added upon the same kind of merge algorithm without affecting their result [12] , [3] . So, an awarness mechanism can be added in system upon CMUndo algorithm. If a conflict occurs, the system proposes to users an automatic merge and they can accept it without efforts. It is possible also to add modifications in the automatic merge if necessary.
In this regard, this paper studies for the first time a decentralized solution that can offer a better merge than usual tool.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper presents an evaluation of eventual consistency algorithms in asynchronous systems, designed for collaborative editing. In addition, we present a solution to overcome the most cases of conflict that can be occur during the collaboration. We implemented also an open-source framework which allow us to observe the collaboration and detect the real conflict. The tool simulates a real collaboration as on the history of git repositories by using state-based and operation-based approaches. It computes the number of conflicts and the number of corrections requires by users to merge correctly their document.
Merging automatically the modifications can help users during the collaborations. When concurrent modifications occur, the merge tool can create conflicts. The users make an effort to correct their document. Reducing the user's effort improve the quality of collaboration and encourage users to work collaboratively.
In this paper, we observed the collaboration and studied the case where concurrent modifications interfere. We evaluated operation-based algorithm on asynchronous corpus. We found that, the existing operation-based algorithms perform well in asynchronous systems, but they do not manage any specific conflicts such as accidental clean merge and undo/redo operations. While diff3 algorithm handles these cases without problem.
For this purpose, we defined a new solution to avoid these kinds of conflicts and generate an operation-based algorithm that can be used correctly on asynchronous systems, reduce the conflicts and human interactions. It also outperforms the existing tool used on asynchronous systems: diff3.
Our experiments demonstrate in which cases operationbased algorithms are suitable for asynchronous systems and outperform the three-way-merge tool massively used in DVCS systems. We investigate first on the collaboration to detect the problems of merging procedure. Thus, we give guidelines to improve such OT algorithms to take into account the most common case that create conflicts when accidental clean merge and undo/redo operations are generated. Finally, we proposed a solution to handle these kinds of conflicts, make an experiment on asynchronous corpus, improve the quality of the merge and reduce the user's effort.
